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OSWAY 1-74

The Osway l -74^ property which consists of 6 contiguous 
unpatented mining claims numbered P-410868 to P-410873 inclusive, is 

situated in the northwest corner of Osway Township to the southwest 

of the northwest arm of Opeepeesway Lake. Osway Township is approxi 
mately 70 miles southwest of Timmins, Ontario.

ACCESS:

The property may be reached via roads maintained by Eddy 

Forest Products Limited for their logging operations between Gogama 
and Chapleau. The haulage road to Rush Lake passes through the north 

west corner of claim P-410868.

TOPOGRAPHY :

Generally low wet ground prevails throughout the entire 
property. No outcrops or hills of significance are known to exist. 
Black spruce and taig alders are the principal type of vegetation.

LINECUTTING:

One Base Line with an azimuth of 090O was cut for 4000 feet 
from the #4 post of mining claim P-410871. Traverse lines were cut 
normal to the Base Line and extended to the north and south claim 
boundaries. The Base Line and Traverse lines were all chained and 
picketed at 100 foot intervals. In all, approximately 6*6 miles of 
line were cut, chained and picketed.

MAGNETIC SURVEY:

The instrument used was a McPhar M- 700 Fluxgate Magnetometer, 
Base readings were taken along the Base Line and all subsequent read 
ings were calculated relative to the Base readings. Readings were 
taken at the base control stations at periodic intervals to discern 
day-to-day and diurnal drift. Any changes noted in the magnetic 
intensity were then applied as factors and progressive adjustments 
were made to each reading taken during that specific period of time.
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The results of the magnetic survey are shown on the prints 

appended to this report.

Background magnetics vary from approximately 500 gammas in 
the southeast to 700 gammas in the northeast. The maximum intensity 
recorded was 10,695 gammas on Line 8+00 East at 3 * 00 South. The 
lowest value recorded was 95 gammas. Several areas of anomalous 
magnetics occur on the property. A broad linear magnetic high trends 
in a southeast direction through mining claim P-410868.

A second linear magnetic high., much narrower than the first, 
trends southeast through the northeastern portion of the property. 
Magnetite Iron Formation is a possible cause of the two anomalies.

A third very broad and folded magnetic high^ is present 
within mining claim P410872. It apparently dips to the south. It 
may represent the same iron formation as that trending through claim 
P410868.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY;

The electromagnetic survey was conducted using a Jjorizontal 

Loop Electromagnetic unit (V.H.E.M.) manufactured by McPhar Geophysics 

Limited.

The instrument consists of a transmitting coil and a
receiving coil connected by a reference cable either 200, 300 or 400 feet 
in length.

The transmitting coil produces a primary electromagnetic 
field (e.m.f.) at either 600 or 2400 Hz which is capable of inducing 
a current within a conductive body. This current in turn produces 
its own e.m.f. which is termed the "secondary",;. The receiving coil 
measures the total intensity of the primary e.m.f. plus any resultant 
secondary e.m.f. It also breaks the received signal down to an in- 
phase component and quadrature component by means of the reference 
cable.

The two coils are used as an in line system traversing across 
the presumed geological strike. If the two coils straddle a conductor, 
the primary and resultant secondary field oppose each other causing 
a decrease in total field strength or a negative reading. In shallow 

overburden, a positive shoulder will occur when both coils are just
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ofW:o one side of the conductor.

An indication of the conductivity of the body can be obtained 
by measuring the ratio of the in-phase to the out-of-phase. As the 
conductivity of the body decreases the stronger the out-of-phase 
component will be.

The range of penetration of the primary field is normally 
considered to be approximately one-half the coil separation; however, 
other factors such as conductive overburden and topography must also 
be taken into consideration.

The results of the electromagnetic survey are shown on the 
prints accompanying this report.

One zone of significant conductivity was detected from 8+00 
North on Line 12 + 00 West to 5 + 00 South on Line 8+00 East. 
Conductivity is poor to moderate however, the traverse lines appear 
to be misoriented resulting in the poor response. This misorientation 
has also given rise to a false width appearing for the conductor in 
Claim P-410872. Overburden appears to be shallow, no greater than 50 
feet and the shoulders of the HEM profile indicate a slight dip to 
the south. It possesses direct magnetic correlation with the broad 
magnetic high discussed previously. As such the conductor probably 
represents sulphides in conjunction with magnetite.

CONCLUSIONS;

One conductive zone with direct magnetic correlation was 
detected by the geophysical surveys. It probably represents oxide 
and sulphide facies iron formation. Further EM detailing is warranted 
to delineate more exactly the conductor. As well the claim group should 
be geologically mapped to aid in the interpretation.

f -^
O *  ^

raser 
Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd.
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA
; - i - t,

GROUND SURVEYS If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

INDUCED POLARIZATION 

PPSTSTTVITY GRAVITY ---- ELEGT&0MAGNETIG - MAGNETIC

;' - - ' ''( - .O] l 

Niimher of Stations 351 Numhpr of Readings EM-600 ,

Station interval 100' I Jhe sparing 400

Profile srale l"-207o ....." f' * -

rnntonr interval Everv 200 gammas

instrument McPhar M- 700 Fluxgate Magnetometer
Arnirary Srale ronstant 20 gammas per SCale division

,-':P
MAG- 449

t

. " ; , - ' ' f , '-'-' : ,

Diurnal rorrertion method Closed loops of less than 1 hour duration and oroeressive
Base Station rherk-in interval (hours) 6 hours Or leSS

Rase Station loration and value Line 0 + 00/Base Line 840

Instrument MCPhar V.H.E.M.

Coil ronfigiiration Horizontal Loop

P.oil separation 200 ^

Arn,rary 270 per scale division n;-.-. "
Method: CH Fixed transmitter d Shoot back ^Inline
Frennenry 600 HertZ , -. : . - \

(specify V.L.F. station) ' ,

Parameters measured Field strength of the vertical component of
sum of the primary and secondary e. m. f.

Instrument

Srale ronstant

Corrertions made i ; s

Pas'* station value and loration

FJeyation arrnrary - - - • ••, ' -

Instrument ,

Method D Time Domain D Frequency Domain
Parameters — On time , .i. t , ,,; Frequency -i

— Off time Range

— Delay time , ,
i ' . . . . . . . 
) — Integration time
i " . . 

Power
: '

Electrode array , - ,;

Electrode spacing

Tvne of electrode

fac.toripg
gammas

, ,., .. ; i.. '-v. : :./

;1 ., . : : : ' (..',. J

'.. -. - , ^ ,-' i ' '

O Parallel line
, . , : . : . : - ' i i ' '.."

. } i i ; - . ' : - ' '

the vectoral

1, ; - ' li. '

j , ' 1. , . . . E ' ' ,, , , '
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